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ABSTRACT

XML is emerging as a de facto standard for information exchange over internet. To perform this task different languages are developed among them XPath and superset XQuery is popular language. XQuery is a strongly typed, functional language which supports the common processing and querying tasks. XQuery uses the label paths to traverse the irregular structure data. Without structural summary and efficient indexes, query processing can be quite inefficient due to exhaustive traversal on XML data. This paper presents an m-array based indexing scheme for efficient retrieval on FLOWR queries on XML databases. The proposed technique stores path dictionary, element dictionary and value node dictionary using B+tree structure. With help of this method we can access database quickly and effectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is becoming the dominant standard for exchanging data over the World Wide Web. Due to its flexibility, XML is rapidly emerging as the de facto standard for exchanging and querying document on the Web. XML data is an instance of semi structure data and XML documents comprises hierarchically nested collections of elements represented as a tree, where element can be either leaf node or nested node. Due to simplicity in representation it is used in next generation web application including electronic commerce, intelligent web search. The different query languages are designed for that purpose. Lorel, Quilt, XML-GL, XPath, XQuery. Amongst XQuery is more popular language because it is functional language. It utilized regular path expression thus using convention tree traversal approach for same. It also specifies patterns of selection predicates on multiple elements that have some specified tree structured relationship. This relationship either parent child or ancestor-descendent relationship. Queries in XML make fundamental use of tree pattern for matching relevant portion of data in the XML database. The query pattern node labels include element tags, attribute-value comparison and string values and the query pattern edges are either parent-child edges.

Science XML data is a simple flat file. The data is scattered at different locations in the disk, processing XML queries may result in insignificant performance degradation. Hence we developed a new approach in which data is organized into different dictionary like path dictionary, element dictionary and value node dictionary index. With help of these dictionaries B+tree is developed. By using this B+tree query search performance is improved.

This paper is organized as follows: Literature Review is described in section 2. The structure of Proposed model is explained in section 3. Section 4 explain example of proposed technique. Querying on XML data is depicted in section 5. Conclusion and future scope is explain in section 6.

2. EXISTING WORK

Depending on the context implementation of XQuery/XPath various implementation and optimization techniques are used. One of the techniques is index. Indexes are pre built on XML data which facilitate XML query processing. XML indexes are classified into two types - value index and structural index. In ‘value index’ indexes are created on data values in XML document and in structural index the index are created on the structural relationship. The major contribution on the indices technique is by Path index[10], Data guide[16], Index family[19], forward and Backward index[8], A(k)[17], D (K) indices[14] and APEXindex[2]. Index technique has problem of index size, index computational cost and index updatability. This problem can be overcome by ‘numbering schema’ technique. Numbering Schema explain the hierarchical relationship presented in XML tree. It is classified into prefix labeling schema and range labeling schema. Dietz [13] introduced “Tree traversal schema”, Li and Moon [15] proposed a numbering schema. Kimber [20] proposed “tree location address”.

XML algebra is also used for query optimization. It provides semantic analysis of query and performs
optimization. There are many different approaches are
developed in designing algebra some of them XAL [4],
Tree Algebra for XML (TAX)[7], Generalized tree pattern
(GTP), Tree Logical Class (TLC), Nested XML Tableaux
(NEXT), BiRD[5].

Relational approach, native approach, sequence
approach are used for query processing and optimizing
data. In relational approach XML data is converted into
relational table and query processing is performed by
using relational optimizer. Edge[3], Path Materialization
algorithms[9] are different algorithm developed for same.
In the native approach XML data are stored on disk in
the form of inverted lists, sequences or trees and native
algorithms are developed for query processing
MPMGJN[22], Stack Tree [1], Holistic Join[18], Twing
Stak solution are algorithm for native approach. ViST[6]
and PRIX[12] technique introduced sequential approach.
By using ‘virtual tries’ technique the data tree is encoded
and query is optimized.

3. THE STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED MODEL

We now introduce an m-array based indexing scheme
for efficient retrieval on FLOWR queries on XML
databases. The proposed technique stores path
dictionary, element dictionary and value node dictionary
using B+tree structure. Overall structure of the technique
is presented in following figure
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The technique generates a Path dictionary, Element
dictionary and value node dictionary. With help of
element dictionary we generate B+tree structure which
organized all nodes of XML files into sorted order.
M-way search can perform on this B+tree. The general
algorithm is described as:

Step 1: Generate the Path Dictionary.
Step 2: Generate the Element Dictionary.
Step 3: Generate Value node Dictionary.
Step 4: Generate B+ tree.
Step 5: Querying on XML database.

The detailed algorithm is as follows.

Step 1
Generate the Path Dictionary: It is a two-dimensional
array as shown in table1. The first column of the table
store Path name and in second column it store path
expressions of XML document. When query is executed
the existence of path is checked by this table.

Step 2
Generate the Element Dictionary: This is one
dimensional character array and store the all element
nodes from second level of the tree. In table2 all element
nodes are store.

Step 3
Generate Value NodeDictionary: This is a two-
dimensional array. As shown in table3, the first column
indicate the new node value. Second column store
element node string and third column store the
corresponding values of the node. It also support in query
‘return clause’ for retrieval of XML node information.

Step 4
Generate B+ Tree: A B+ tree of order m is an m-way
search tree that either empty or contain index node and
data element node. The tree has ‘m’ sub tree and satisfy
following property [23]

\[ n, A_0(K_1, A_1), (K_2, A_2), \ldots \ldots \ldots (K_n, A_n) \]

Where the Ai, 0 <= i <= n <m, are pointers to sub
trees, and Ki, 1 <= i <= n <m are keys be the format of
some index node. All elements in the subtree Ai have
key less than Ki+1 and greater than or equal to Ki, 0 <=
i <= n.

In proposed model ‘m’ is calculated from total
number of element present in Element Dictionary. Key
values are values of Element Dictionary. Element nodes
of the b+tree are the address of the Value Node
Dictionary. It store the entire value of the node. e.g.
v[0]..v[2] store all the value of a node. New node
identification is perform by New node column. If it
contain “Y” value means from that node a new node is
start.
**Step 5: Querying on XML Database**

The technique supports FLOWR queries on XML databases. The algorithm is:

1. Retrieve the query path from for clause.
2. Search the "query path" into Path dictionary.
3. If path exist
   3.1: Identify the predicates, i.e. from where clause identify the search element
   3.2: From that predicate retrieve the element node from b+ tree.
   3.3: The Element node provides the address of "Value node table".
   3.4: From Value node table get the value node information.
   3.5: From "return clause identify" the return node string. Match this string with token column in value node table. And the retrieve respective node.
   3.6: Print the value.
4. Else print the message "node doesn’t exit’

**Example of proposed technique:**

Let’s consider XML file example:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<bookstore>
  <book category="computer">
    <title lang="en">MIS</title>
    <author>Arpita</author>
    <year>2007</year>
    <price>300.00</price>
  </book>
  <book category="XML">
    <title lang="en">XQuery Processing</title>
    <author>
      <fname>Anagha</.fname>
      <lname>Vaidya</lname>
    </author>
    <year>2003</year>
    <price>149.99</price>
  </book>
</bookstore>
```

**Step 1: Generate Path Dictionary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path Name</th>
<th>Path address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>/bookstore/book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>/bookstore/book/title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>/bookstore/book/author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>/bookstore/book/year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>/bookstore/book/price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>/bookstore/book/author/fname</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>/bookstore/book/author/lname</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 2: Generate Element Dictionary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>title</th>
<th>price</th>
<th>year</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Fname</th>
<th>Iname</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaidya</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 3: Generate Value Node Dictionary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New node</th>
<th>Token</th>
<th>Value information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>year</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>title</td>
<td>MIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>lname</td>
<td>Vaidya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>year</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>price</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>fname</td>
<td>Arpita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>title</td>
<td>XQuery Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>price</td>
<td>49.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 4: Generate B+tree**
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**Step 5: Querying on XML database:**

Let’s consider example

Query: For $x$ in (bookstore.xml)/bookstore/book where $x/price >30
return $x/title

The for clause selects all book elements. The path address is “bookstore/book/" which is store into a variable “$x”. According to indexing method the value of $x$ is check in Path Dictionary. If Path exist then read...
the variable of "where" clause. In our example the "Price" element will be read. Then in the b+tree, search is performed on the node ‘Price’ and respective “Element Node” array is retrieve. The element nodes store the address of Value Dictionary Node. E.g. in example price value which is less than 30 the information is store into ‘Value Dictionary Node’ v[9] till v[11], v[13] till v[15]. The return clause specifies name of return node. In out example we want to return “title”. This string will match with token string of retrieved “Value Dictionary Node” node. The proper node information will be display.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have proposed a novel algorithm for storing XML data file. With help of this method we can access database quickly and effectively. Method handles simple XQuery, range query processing also. In this algorithm do not consider of handling the ‘ordered clause’ and nested queries In future we come up with a set of optimization methods handle these and improve performance.
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